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Who we are

About Stripe

Stripe is a financial infrastructure platform for businesses. Millions of companies—from the

world’s largest enterprises to the most ambitious startups—use Stripe to accept payments,

grow their revenue, and accelerate new business opportunities. Our mission is to increase

the GDP of the internet, and we have a staggering amount of work ahead. That means you

have an unprecedented opportunity to put the global economy within everyone’s reach

while doing the most important work of your career.

About the team

WPP is organized into two pillars, each of which is grouped into pods that focus on the

central tenets of Stripe's public mission. The Presence pillar creates industry-leading designs

for Stripe’s front door surfaces, educates customers about the power of our platform, and

drives our business success. The Platform pillar builds the internal machinery that powers

these surfaces, and is responsible for making our websites fast, stable, and easy to modify.

Together we design and build stripe.com and other sites that amount to what is, for many,

their first impression of Stripe. As such, WPP offers exciting opportunities to have a major

impact on Stripe’s success. We want to make every pixel count, we want it to be enthralling,

and we want to help other Stripes seamlessly benefit from our systematic work.

What you’ll do

As a Design Engineer on WPP’s Presence pillar, you’ll partner closely with the Platform pillar to

scope and implement user experiences that directly contribute to Stripe’s continued
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global mission while maintaining our industry-leading commitment to quality. Initiatives

could include, but are not limited to: crafting experiences to drive client persona journeys,

tooling to automate localization efforts across the globe, and creating best-in-class digital

experiences driven by complex systems. You’ll enable prospective clients to self-select into

the right Stripe product lines, bring additional partners into the authoring process while

upholding our high quality bar, and directly impact Stripe’s success by marrying data-driven

rigor with our deep commitment to craft.

Responsibilities

Work closely with other design engineers, pairing, mentoring, and continually building a

culture of excellence

Prototype and implement web animations and interaction-heavy product launch materials 

Build beautiful, best-in-class end-user experiences to solve complex problems

Utilize, maintain, and extend our design systems

Integrate our web platform with self-serve authoring and experimentation

Who you are

We’re looking for someone who meets the minimum requirements to be considered for the role.

If you meet these requirements, you are encouraged to apply. The preferred qualifications

are a bonus, not a requirement.

Minimum requirements

3+ years of relevant web front-end development or creative technology experience at a

tech-forward, product-driven company

Advanced knowledge of modern HTML and CSS

Experience writing clear, elegant code in a team environment

Passion for engineering solutions focused around internal enablement

Preferred qualifications

A good understanding of the formal elements of design, not just limited to the web and

including typography, layout, balance, and proportion

Previous experience engineering solutions focused on internal enablement



In-office expectations

Office-assigned Stripes in most of our locations are currently expected to spend at least 50% of

the time in a given month in their local office or with users. This expectation may vary

depending on role, team and location. For example, Stripes in our Bucharest, Romania site

have an 80% in-office expectation, and those in Stripe Delivery Center roles in Mexico City,

Mexico and Bengalaru, India work 100% from the office. Also, some teams have greater in-office

attendance requirements, to appropriately support our users and workflows, which the

hiring manager will discuss. This approach helps strike a balance between bringing people

together for in-person collaboration and learning from each other, while supporting flexibility

when possible.

Pay and benefits

Stripe does not yet include pay ranges in job postings in every country. Stripe strongly

values pay transparency and is working toward pay transparency globally.
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